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Trust needs Content
What generates mistrust in nuclear energy in Europe?

• I think the history of this directive could be seen as a good example
and I would like to show why. What is left over from the onset, when
the lessons learned from Fukushima were to be reflected?

• The key decisions are taken by industry a legislative bodies, the second
mainly reflecting the first one. From within nuclear establishment
(utilities/nuclear safety authorities/other nuclear legislation/very little
real responsibility was demonstrated in the past 3 years since March
2011.

• Fukushima showed that the safety assessments are wrong, links
between industry and regulator too strong etc.

• The outcome being this very weak directive we are now discussing.
And still some countries try to prevent that any new approaches – like
peer reviews – might be introduced and thus increase transparency. I
am afraid this need by discussed.



Iron Curtain?

EU and nuclear – Iron Curtain up and running?

Slovakia and the Czech Republic still – yes in 2014 – insist that
shutting-down of first generation reactors like e.g. Bohunice V1
was a political decision and the plants could still be up and
running, operators, regulators and politicians agree on this. The
very same goes for Lithuania, where this concerns a Chernbyl-
type reactor (RBMK) – Ignalina.
Bulgaria: Kozloduj



Melt-down of EU nuclear safety?

The following information confirmed my impression, that several
countries seem to understand current efforts as a threat to their
nuclear power plants which they deem perfectly safe. The
following document presented by the Czech (two third) state
owned NPP owner ČEZ is basically lobbying against any progress
the new directive might bring:





Directive 2009/71/EURATOM- in the eyes of
ČEZ Republic

• Draft directive 2009/71/EURATOM – Risks for CR
– New defintion of terms – new format for safety reports
– Complicating licensing process – participation of the public

(Aarhus Convention)
– Additional item to Periodic Safety Assessment: Analyses of

Beyond Design Basis Accidents (BDBA)
– Special safety assessments for installations which are

closing in on their originally planned lifetime
– Periodic assessment of the national framework with the

participation of an international mission
– Introducing regular assessments with the focus on one

topic – EU Commision or member states can make
suggestions



Concerns

- additional costs all those processes might mean for the
operator

- fear of public

- fear of transparency

- NPP Dukovany reaching end of life time, (lack of full pressure
containment and many other defects See stress test results)



Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(a) practically eliminating the
occurrence of all accident sequences
which would lead to early or large
releases;

(a) minimising the occurrence of all
accident sequences which would lead to
early or large releases to a level as low as
reasonably achievable;

Example of an amendment watering down the Commission proposal

Amendment 18
Proposal for a directive
Article 1 – point 10
Directive 2009/71/Euratom
Article 8a – paragraph 1 – point a



Recommendations

The draft by the Commission must not be watered down even
more, the efforts to prevent any changes or rather the whole
revision is not acceptable.

On the contrary, more needs to be introduced:
- All steps need transperancy
- reports of Peer Reviews need to be published
- NGOs and independent experts should be involved in Peer
Review exercises at all levels.

PLEX – Life time extension beyond original design life time
old plants are the most dangerous ones, but currently this is not
taken care of: EIA, safety and alternatives need be treated as a
new plant


